
BROADWAY LIGHTS THE NIGHT 

 PRIVACY POLICY 

Broadway Lights the Night (“BLTN”) has developed this privacy policy statement (“Privacy 
Policy”) to assist donors, visitors to and end users of our websites, mobile and social 
media platforms, as well as our online and offline donation platforms (collectively referred 
to as the “Sites”) in understanding the Personal Information we collect, how we use that 
Personal Information, how we share Personal Information with third parties, how we 
secure your Personal Information, how you can opt out of various communication 
channels we may use to contact you and how we make changes to our Privacy Policy. 
“Personal Information,” as we use the term in this Privacy Policy, means information that 
can identify a specific individual, such as a name, address, phone number or email 
address. Please review this Privacy Policy before using or submitting Personal 
Information to the Sites. 

The Personal Information We Collect 

BLTN collects information from users through several points on our Sites, such as making 
a donation at an event or online, volunteering, or signing up for BLTN email 
communications. The types of data collected by BLTN will vary with your particular use 
of the Sites or your donation activity. Some examples of the types of Personal Information 
BLTN may collect through the Sites include: 

 Contact Information. BLTN may ask you to provide certain contact information, 
such as, your name, phone number, address, or email address. 

 Demographic & Survey Information. BLTN may collect demographic and 
general profile data (e.g., educational, professional, and geographic information). 

 Financial Information. BLTN may collect credit or debit card information. 
Personal financial information in the form of a debit/credit card number and 
expiration date are only collected if a user wishes to make a donation. This 
information is not stored or maintained by BLTN when entered online. All online 
transactions are protected and securely transmitted using encryption 
protocols/algorithms. 

 Transactional Information. BLTN may create and maintain a database of 
aggregated information (which will not identify any particular user) about the 
transactions that occur on the Sites (e.g., tool or feature (and related database) 
utilization, registration information, and activity, navigation, exit page tracking, or 
content selection data). 

 Technical Information. BLTN may also collect Internet Protocol (IP) addresses or 
a unique identifier for a mobile device from users of BLTN Sites as well as the date 
and time of access and the Web pages accessed. BLTN may also catalog your 
log-in information and the type of computer, browser, or operating system you use. 

 Geolocation Data. When you access and use the Sites, BLTN may receive, store 
and process different types of information about your geographic location, 



including general information (e.g., zip code) and more specific information (e.g., 
GPS-based functionality on mobile devices used to access the Sites). If you 
access the Sites through a mobile device and you do not want your device to 
provide BLTN with location-tracking information, you can disable the GPS or other 
location-tracking functions on your device, provided that your device allows you to 
do so. Please see your device manufacturer’s instructions for further details. 

How We Use Your Personal Information 

The primary reason for BLTN to collect Personal Information is to provide personalization 
options for users of our Sites, and to facilitate and enhance Site features that require user 
input, whether this information is submitted directly by the user of our Sites, or collected 
by use of technologies such as cookies, as discussed below. Personal Information 
submitted through BLTN Sites is only used for the purposes for which it was collected. 
Below please find additional information on how BLTN may use Personal Information 
collected from the Sites: 

 Contact Information. BLTN may use your contact information to provide you with 
information, materials and services, to enable you to make donations and to 
participate in activities, events, and offerings available through the Sites. BLTN 
may also use your contact information to (i) advertise its events, programs, 
products, and services, (ii) assist with security or fraud prevention or response 
measures, (iii) facilitate a website feature that requires user input, or (iv) to get in 
touch with you with respect to any transactions conducted through the Sites. 

We also may share your contact information with third parties including our 
vendors, advertisers, or business partners, to (i) facilitate or implement any of our 
services, (ii) advertise the services or activities of others, (iii) advise you of BLTN 
programs, events, volunteer opportunities, products or services, (iv) process 
payments, order fulfillment, or donations, or (v) allow for online registration for 
programs, events, or services. In addition, BLTN may supplement the Personal 
Information collected from you with information about you obtained from other 
sources, such as BLTN’s vendors, advertisers, or business partners. 

Message boards and chat features may be available through the Sites. These 
forums will identify visitors as requested by the visitor. Please remember that any 
information you disclose in these areas becomes public information. Accordingly, 
you should always exercise caution when deciding to disclose personal 
information. 

 Demographic & Survey Information. BLTN may use demographic information 
for marketing and management purposes in order to continue to provide or improve 
the Sites. In addition, BLTN may share aggregated survey results and aggregated 
demographic data (which will not identify any particular user) collected through the 
Sites with its vendors, business partners, the general public, the news media, and 
with the U.S. Government and state governments. 

 Financial Information. BLTN will use financial information to facilitate a donation 
or other transaction. 



 Transactional Information. BLTN may use transactional information for 
marketing and management purposes to provide or improve any products or 
services that BLTN may offer. In addition, BLTN may also share such transactional 
data on an aggregated basis (which will not identify any particular user) with third 
parties, such as vendors, advertisers, or business partners. 

 Technical Information. BLTN may use technical information, such as your IP 
address or browser type, to help diagnose problems with BLTN servers, analyze 
Sites usage trends, track user movements on the Sites, and to otherwise improve, 
manage and monitor the Sites. 

 Geolocation Data. BLTN may use geolocation data to personalize your Site 
experience on the Sites, e.g., to show local contacts and information relevant to 
your location. 

 Business Transactions. In the event that BLTN goes through a business 
transaction such as a bankruptcy event, merger, investment transaction, or 
acquisition by another entity involving the sale of all or a portion of its assets, the 
Personal Information collected by BLTN may be among the assets reviewed. 

 Legal Action. BLTN may disclose Personal Information when legally required to 
do so. BLTN may also disclose Personal Information to protect against misuse or 
unauthorized use of the Sites or to limit legal liability or to protect BLTN’s interests 
or those of others. 

Cookies 

BLTN or its vendors may use cookies, web beacons, tags, login files or other similar data 
collection or tracking techniques to facilitate use of our Sites by our users, and to enrich 
your online experience with us. A cookie is a piece of data stored on the user's computer 
tied to information about that user. BLTN uses both session ID cookies and persistent 
cookies. For the session ID cookie, once users close the browser, the cookie is simply 
erased. A persistent cookie is a small text file stored on the user's hard drive for an 
extended period of time. Persistent cookies can be removed by following Internet browser 
help file directions. 

Persistent cookies are used to store the user's registration identification information from 
their basic registration and to facilitate their logging in to their personalized view of the 
Sites. Persistent cookies enable us to track and target the interests of our users to 
enhance their experience on our Sites. 

Session cookies remember what chapter you are visiting online and who you are if you 
go from one BLTN website to another in a session. This way we are able to cut down on 
the number of logins required when you visit various BLTN websites during any given 
session. 

Many consider the use of cookies and such identifiers to be an industry standard 
measure. Consequently, your web browser is likely set to accept cookies or allow other 
identifiers. If you would prefer not to receive cookies or allow identifiers, you can alter the 
configuration of your browser to refuse cookies or surf anonymously. If you reject cookies, 



you may still use our websites, and all the informational resources provided through them. 
Your registration-based personalization options and the capacity of your browser to keep 
track of what chapter you are visiting online as you go from one of our sites to another, is 
lost if you reject cookies. 

Third Party Intermediaries 

BLTN uses various third party transaction services to process online donations and 
provides the option of receiving certain of its newsletters and other materials through 
request forms on our Sites.  

We will only provide these third party companies the information they need to deliver the 
service and prohibit them from using that information for any other purpose. These 
companies or organizations do not share or use Personal Information that may be 
obtained from these transactions for any secondary purposes. 

BLTN may need to share Personal Information with third parties in other limited 
circumstances. For example, we may release Personal Information to third parties to 
perform services on our behalf such as: advising you of our upcoming events, products, 
partnership offers, volunteer opportunities, or processing credit card payments. BLTN 
may also make your name and postal address available to other nonprofit organizations 
whose services or activities may be of interest to you. However, third parties retained by 
BLTN to provide such services are obligated to maintain the confidentiality of this 
information and are not authorized to use this information for any purpose other than 
providing those services. 

To the extent hyperlinks are utilized to access third party sites (not controlled, owned, or 
operated by BLTN), you should be aware that these external or third party sites may 
collect Personal Information and are not subject to this Privacy Policy. This Privacy Policy 
applies only to the Sites. BLTN suggests that you check the privacy policies of other web 
sites to determine how the proprietors of these third party sites will utilize your Personal 
Information. 

Data Security 

BLTN maintains data security measures to protect the Personal Information under its 
control against unauthorized access and disclosure. These measures include the 
implementation of reasonable industry recommended technical, physical and 
administrative data security safeguards. More sensitive information, namely, your credit 
or debit card numbers, are encrypted and protected with Payment Card Industry Data 
Security Standard (PCI DSS) guidelines employing the most current encryption software 
algorithms and protocols such as TLS/SSL when transmitted to BLTN online. BLTN does 
not store or re-use credit card information. Role based access ensures that only 
authorized personnel with specific unique IDs and passwords can access credit card 
transactions based on business needs, solely for the purpose of processing authorized 
transactions. BLTN does not have direct readable access to any credit card number but 
can view transactions through our credit card merchant gateway via our processing 
provider in order to void, refund or adjust transactions. BLTN also requires that the 



vendors BLTN engages with respect to the Sites employ reasonable industry standard 
data security safeguards when carrying out their services on BLTN’s behalf. 

Opt-out 

To request that your name be excluded from our e-newsletters, please utilize the 
“Unsubscribe” feature within such a newsletter. To otherwise change how BLTN contacts 
you, please email us at info@broadwayltn.com. 

California Residents 

Companies that collect Personal Information from California residents and disclose such 
information to third parties (including affiliated entities) for marketing purposes must, in 
response to a request by a consumer, either (1) provide a list detailing the categories of 
information shared and the entities to which such information was provided, or (2) provide 
a mechanism by which a consumer may opt-out of having his or her information shared 
with third parties. BLTN has elected the second option, and you may request that your 
Personal Information not be shared with third parties by utilizing the opt-out right or 
sending your request, including your full name, email address and postal address, to 
info@broadwayltn.com. California residents are also entitled to know that they may file 
grievances and complaints with California Department of Consumer Affairs, 400 R Street, 
Suite 1080, Sacramento, CA 95814; or by phone at 916-445-1254 or 800-952-5210; or 
by email to dca@dca.ca.gov. 

Notification of Changes 

If BLTN changes its Privacy Policy, changes to this privacy statement will be posted, with 
prominent links to the new policy positioned on the BLTN homepage, and other places 
we deem appropriate, so our users are aware of what information we collect, how we use 
it, and under what circumstances, if any, we disclose it. BLTN will use information in 
accordance with the Privacy Policy under which the information was collected. 

Governing Law 

This Privacy Policy shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of 
the state of New Jersey. If you are located outside of the United States when you use the 
Sites, any information you submit thereto will be transferred to the United States. 
Accordingly, by using the Sites and submitting Personal Information thereto, you 
authorize the transfer of your Personal Information to the United States. If any part of this 
Privacy Policy is determined to be invalid or unenforceable pursuant to applicable law, 
then the invalid or unenforceable provision or part will be deemed suspended and a valid, 
enforceable provision that most closely matches the intent of the original provision or part 
and the remainder of this Privacy Policy shall continue in full force and effect. 

Contacting Us 

BLTN reserves the right to change this policy at any time. Since any changes will be 
posted on this page, we encourage you to check this page regularly. Your continued use 
of the Sites will constitute your acceptance of such changes. If you have any further 
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questions regarding this privacy policy or the use of your Personal Information under this 
Privacy Policy, you can contact us by email at info@broadwayltn.com.  

Additional Information 

This Privacy Policy is personal between you and us, and no one else shall be deemed a 
third party beneficiary of this policy. 

This Privacy Policy was last updated on April 16, 2018. 

USE OF THIS SITE SIGNIFIES YOUR AGREEMENT TO THE TERMS OF USE AND 
THIS PRIVACY POLICY. 
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